
Introducing the Denali Snap w/ Kickstand iPhone 15 case – the ultimate blend of protection, style, and functionality.
Imagine a case that not only shields your phone but does so with the power of Graphene – the strongest material on earth. The Denali Snap o�ers a staggering 16ft 
(5m) drop protection, safeguarding your device even in the toughest situations.

But it doesn't stop there. Denali goes beyond traditional protection by utilizing the heat-dissipating properties of Graphene. This ensures your phone and battery 
stay cool, even during prolonged use, preventing temperature degradation. While it's ultra-protective, Denali isn't bulky. It's designed to provide top-tier defense 
without adding unnecessary weight or bulk, o�ering a sleek pro�le that �ts seamlessly into your daily routine.
The secret to its strength lies in its dual-layer protection – a Graphene-infused back plate and a TPU interior work in harmony to shield your device from the harshest 
drops, keeping your phone safe and sound. Need to catch up on your favorite show or video call? The integrated kickstand o�ers optimal, hands-free viewing, adding 
convenience to your multimedia experience.

But Denali's bene�ts don't end there. With up to 92% post-consumer recycled materials, it's a sustainable choice that aligns with eco-conscious values. And when it's 
time to recharge, Denali is MagSafe compatible, ensuring seamless wireless charging with most chargers.
Elevate your device's protection to the next level with the Denali Snap w/ Kickstand – where strength, sustainability, and versatility come together for the ultimate 
iPhone 15 case experience.
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Ultra protective and forti�ed with Graphene

The Denali Snap w/ Kickstand iPhone 15 case – a powerhouse of protection, style, and functional-
ity. With an astonishing 16ft (5m) drop protection forti�ed by Graphene, the strongest material on 
earth, it ensures your device stays safe in even the harshest circumstances. Beyond just shielding, 
Denali employs Graphene's heat-dissipating properties to safeguard your phone and battery from 
temperature degradation during extended use. Its dual-layer protection, blending a Graphene-in-
fused back plate with a TPU interior, guarantees formidable defense without unnecessary bulk. 
Plus, the integrated kickstand enhances convenience with optimal hands-free viewing. Crafted with 
up to 92% post-consumer recycled materials, Denali is not only protective but also eco-friendly. 
And with MagSafe compatibility, it seamlessly adapts to wireless charging, completing its spectrum 
of features. Choose the Denali Snap w/ Kickstand – where unparalleled protection meets sustain-
ability and versatility for your iPhone 15.

DenaliTM Snap with Kickstand

1 Mil Std 810G 516.  2 Recycled material content is verified by an independent third party.  3 See ZAGG.com/grapheneFAQ for more details.

MagSafe
Compatible

• DenaliTM Snap Kickstand has been tested and proven to protect your phone from drops up to 16 feet (5 meters).1
• Ultra-impact protection without the bulk you expect from 16’ of rated drop protection.
• A Graphene-infused back plate and TPU interior give Denali additional strength to protect from the toughest drops.
• Integrated kickstand provides optimal, hands-free viewing.
• Made with up to 92% post-consumer recycled materials.2
• Compatible with MagSafe and charges with most wireless chargers
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